Additional MLA Citation Help

**Book Sources**

*No Author -- use editor(s)*

In-text citation: (Kitchen and Jones 15)

*Corporate Author – use corporation name*

In-text citation: (Bank of Boston 27)

*Unknown Author – begin with title*
Alphabetize the entry by the first word of the title other than A, An, or The.


In-Text Citation: (use a short form of the title or complete title if necessary)

**Newspaper Articles**

*Article in a Daily Newspaper*

*Unsigned Article in a Newspaper*

**Other Sources**

*E-Mail*
(Give the author, the subject line in quotation marks, and the word “E-mail” followed by the recipient and the date of the message.)


*Pamphlet*
Cite a pamphlet as you would a book.

*Personal Unpublished Letter*
Begin with the writer’s name, and add the phrase “Letter to the author, “followed by the date and publication medium. For publication medium use MS for manuscript if the work is written by hand and use TS for typescript if the work is typed.

**Personal Interview**
Begin with the name of the person interviewed, then write “Personal interview,” followed by the date.


**Published Interview – add publication medium**


**Maps and Charts**
Treat maps and charts like anonymous books but add a descriptive label (Maps, Charts).


**Map Cited From the Web**


**Personal Photographs**
Description of subject, city. Personal photograph by person who took the photo. Date photo was taken. Format.


**Digital Photographs**


**Photograph in a Museum or Collection**
Cite a photograph in a museum or collection as you would a painting, sculpture or other work of art. See *Works of Art.*

**Works of Art**
Artists name. *Title of work*. Date of composition or N.d. if no date known. Medium of composition. Institution that houses the work, City.


**Cartoons or Comic Strip**
Artists name. “Title of cartoon or comic if any.” Descriptive label. Publication information. Medium of publication.